Abstract: Size-structured population models provide a popular means to mathematically describe phenomena such as bacterial aggregation, schooling fish, and planetesimal evolution. For parameter estimation, a generalized sensitivity function (GSF) provides a tool that quantifies the impact of data from specific regions of the experimental domain. This function helps to identify the most relevant data subdomains, which enhances the optimization of experimental design. To our knowledge, GSFs have not been used in the partial di erential equation (PDE) realm, so we provide a novel PDE extension of the discrete and continuous ordinary di erential equation (ODE) 
Introduction
General structured population models provide a link from the individuals in a population to the population processes [ , , ] . A popular example, size-structured population models describe the distribution of individuals throughout varying size classes [ , ] . Typical ODE-based population models make a number of simplifying assumptions, a major one of which presumes homogeneity of the individuals' physical structure across the entire population. One e ort to relax the homogeneity assumption resulted in the creation of age-structured population models which account for the e ects of di ering ages amongst the individuals comprising the population. For some systems, size is a more appropriate feature for di erentiation among individuals. Accordingly, a size-structured population model can provide a suitable structuring of the population [ ].
Size-structured population models often include an unknown parameter (or a set of unknown parameters). The value of this parameter is estimated via the inverse problem of parameter estimation based on experimental data. With a goal of optimizing the experiments, we seek to sample from domains which contain the most relevant information regarding the parameter estimation. Generalized sensitivity functions provide a tool which quantifies the importance of specific regions of an experimental domain to the parameter of interest. Previous studies, such as cardiovascular regulation [ , , ] , HIV modeling [ ], and HTLV-transactivation simulation [ ], have applied generalized sensitivity functions to ordinary di erential equations. We denote an ODE-based GSF as an OGSF. With our emphasis on size-structured population models, the primary goal of our work is to extend the concept of an OGSF to the application of a generalized sensitivity function to a PDE, which we denote as a PGSF. For our study, we determine the time and volume subdomains, which we denote D * , of greatest relevance to the estimate of the constant parameter in three coagulation kernels. In Section , we summarize the original work on OGSFs and the extensions to them. We then make a further extension of an OGSF to a PGSF for implementation on size-structured population models. In Section , we discuss the details of how we implement the PGSF with respect to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation. In Section , we provide our results for each of three coagulation kernels. Finally, in Section , we summarize the conclusions we have drawn from this study and discuss future directions for this research.
Generalized sensitivity function theory
Consider a parameter of interest θ and an estimateθ of that parameter. Given a domain D for the independent variables, the PGSF will allow us to identify a subregion D * ⊂ D, containing the information necessary to make the most precise parameter estimates.
In many applications, we are interested in the value of ∂θ ∂θ . The OGSF and PGSF vary from the TSF² in that using a TSF to determine ∂θ ∂θ requires specific data realizations. Conversely, a GSF provides ∂θ ∂θ without dependence on specific data realizations. When Thomaseth and Cobelli introduced the OGSF in [ ], they argued that the subdomain over which the OGSF most rapidly increases to one contains the most relevant information for the parameter of interest. Then in [ ], Banks, Dediu, Ernstberger and Kappel provide evidence that subdomains over which the OGSF most rapidly decreases (indicating a high correlation between estimators for multiple parameters) also contain high information content.
In addition to the OGSF, Thomaseth and Cobelli provide a related tool, the incremental (O)GSF, which computes the information at a given time point which informs the value of a parameter estimate [ ]. As advocated by the authors, the OGSF and the incremental OGSF should be regarded as complementary to one another. To demonstrate the complementary characteristics of the OGSF and incremental OGSF, Thomaseth and Cobelli present an example where the plots of the OGSF suggests an optimal D * . Banks, Dediu, Ernstberger and Kappel [ ] define a related quantity, the time derivative of the OGSF, which plays the role of an incremental GSF when the OGSF is defined over continuous time.
As mentioned in Section , one weakness of generalized sensitivity functions is the so-called forced-toone-artifact (FTOA) .
ODE-based GSF (OGSF)
In this subsection, we summarize the theory introduced by Thomaseth and Cobelli in [ ] and Banks et al. in [ -] . We provide this summary as convenient setting for introducing much of the notation and many of the definitions needed throughout this work.
First, we represent the system under consideration as a nonlinear regression function f(t; θ) with t representing the sole independent variable and with θ = [θ , θ , . . . , θ L ] T representing the parameter column vector with dimension L.³ Then we represent the measurements with noise as
where ϵ(t) is the measurement noise. We assume an independent distributed noise distribution with zero mean and with known (but possibly time varying) variance, σ (t). We also assume the existence of a true parameter vector θ . When the observation times are discrete (as in [ ]), the generalized sensitivity is defined for as
where • indicates a Hadamard product and N t is the number of timepoints {t k } N t k= . In the appendix to [ ], the authors also introduce the incremental OGSF defined as
With this definition ( . ), one can calculate the contribution of the partial derivative at a specific point, t k , rather than sum all contributions at times up to and including t k . Banks et al. developed a continuous version of the generalized sensitivity functions
for t ∈ [ ,t ], wheret is the ending time of the experiment and F(t; θ) represents the generalized Fisher information matrix [ ]
and r is an integration variable in [ ,t ]. As a tool to prevent misleading conclusions from a potential FTOA, Banks et al. further introduce the time derivative of gs(t; θ) (assuming that P is the Lebesgue measure on
Note that bold typeface indicates a vector quantity.
In our subsequent work, we denote this quantity ( . ) as
i.e., the rate of information acquisition (RIA) at a specific point in D.
. Continuous PDE-based GSF (PGSF)
In the OGSF studies, the nonlinear regression function, f(t; θ), contains one independent variable, and a vector of parameters. For general size-structured population modeled by a continuous PDE, we adapt f to depend on a vector of independent variables, which we denote as r = (r , r , . . . , r N r ) T with dimension N r . For example, in the analysis of the OGSF in Section . , N r = and r = t, whereas with the Smoluchowski coagulation PDE, N r = and (r , r ) = (t, x). Without loss of generality, we also let r i ∈ [r i , r i ] for each i ∈ { , , . . . , N r }, where r i and r i represents the minimum and maximum values of each independent variable, respectively. Naturally, r = (r , r , . . . , r N r ) T and r = (r , r , . . . , r N r ) T . For notational convenience in the integrals below, we denote Ω(r) as the rectangular domain defined by the Cartesian product ∏ 
and a continuous PGSF,
for θ ∈ ℝ L . We also extend ( . ) to be the rate of information acquisition (RIA) for a PGSF
In this work, we examine size-structured populations in a general context, therefore we assume a constant variance of one and normal error distribution for all measurements. Furthermore, for our purposes, we adapt the nonlinear regression function so that f depends on two variables, t and x, and one parameter, α, so that
∂f(r ,r ;α) ∂α dr dr
where r and r are integration variables, and t and x represents the maximum values of time and volume respectively. Also, for the rate of information acquisition, ) . Then we denote a fraction ∈ ( , ) of gs RIA and define the level curve, Γ , where
and from that level curve, we find the minimum values of x and t, which we denote x * and t * , where x * = min x Γ and t * = min t Γ .
Second, we consider the PGSF to determine the upper ends of D * . We let ρ represent the proximity to one that we desire, and define the level curve, Γ ρ , where
Note that any point in the set Γ ρ provides a satisfactory upper bound on D * . To determine a range of upper bounds depending on which independent variable costs more in terms of gathering data, we consider x * = min x Γ ρ with its dependent t(x * ), and t * = min t Γ ρ with its dependent x(t * ). We denote the optimum subdomain as D * x , where
when high resolution data in x is more expensive. Conversely, when high resolution data in t is more expensive, we denote the optimum subdomain as D * t , where
Application of the PGSF concept to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation
In this section, we illustrate the application of a PGSF to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, a sizestructured PDE. We will consider three distinct coagulation kernels (constant, additive, and multiplicative) for which known solutions exist. In Section . , we briefly describe the equation as well as our statistical assumptions. In Section . , we list the three solutions with appropriate definitions of the constant parameter, α and discuss our choice of minimums for D.
. The Smoluchowski coagulation equation
Our extension to a PGSF allows us to apply it to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation with one parameter of interest, the aggregation kernel constant. In the early s, van Smoluchowski developed a model to study the coagulation of colloids [ , ] ,
The inclusion of additional independent variables and parameters is straightforward.
where f k represents the number density of aggregates of volume k, and K(i, j) is the aggregation kernel denoting the rate at which aggregates of size i and j form a combined aggregate of size i + j (see [ , , ] 
where each aggregate is classified solely by its volume x > , and f = f(t, ⋅ ) represents the continuous size distribution function of aggregates at time t ≥ . The coagulation term is
where K(x, y) is the aggregation kernel indicating the rate at which aggregates of volumes x and y join together creating an aggregate of volume x + y. Notice the first integral, A in (f), describes aggregates with volumes y and x − y aggregating to a combined volume x, and the second integral, A out (f), models interactions between the aggregate of volume x with all other aggregates of volume y forming an aggregate of volume x + y. Also, note that the aggregation kernel K(x, y) is positive and symmetric
as well as homogeneous, which in this field, is defined as
Because only aggregation is considered, the total number of particles decreases with each coagulation event.
.
Coagulation kernels and simulation domains
In Table , we list the three kernels studied in this work and the source of the known solution. Note that analytical solutions presented in the literature commonly assume a constant, α = , in the aggregation kernels. We aim to identify the value of α, so we incorporate it as the general constant.
K(x, y) Solution f(t, x; α) to ( . ) Restrictions Source 
The PGSF is defined on a domain which starts at a point ∈ ℝ N . For our purposes, the PGSF incorporates ( ∂f ∂α ) , so when we examine the lower ends of D, we must consider the limit as t, x → + of ( ∂f ∂α ) . As an example, consider the constant kernel where
Choosing the path along x = demonstrates an infinite limit,
The infinite limit in ( . ) helps guide our choice of t = . because it ensures that our PGSF calculations remain within computer precision. Similar analysis leads to choices of x = . for both the additive kernel and the multiplicative kernel. In Appendix A, we present similar calculations in detail for all three kernels, justifying the choice of the lower bounds in each case.
Determining D * for the Smoluchowski coagulation equation with a PGSF
In order to apply the PGSF concept to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, we make several decisions. We choose an aggregation kernel, a domain D, and the number of points on our grid. These choices need to provide enough information and enough resolution to extract a meaningful D * . We provide the details of the impacts of these choices later in this section.
In the use of GSFs, a natural question concerns choosing the overall domain D. For all three kernels, to choose the lower bounds (x and t) of D, we face the dilemma concerning the FTOA.⁵ After we determine x and t, determining x and t in conjunction with grid spacing also presents di culties. If we space the grid too widely, the PGSF will reach one on the first step, which does not provide a meaningful resolution. Furthermore, if we use maximum values for D that are too small, we face a potential FTOA as described in Section . To avoid this artifact, we examine the PGSF curves and the RIA curves to ensure that the PGSF curves stabilize at one well before the maximum domain limits and to confirm that the RIA stabilizes near zero. If we do not achieve both of those criteria, we need to increase x or t until we do. For all three kernels that we study, the PGSF curves in Figures a, a, and a, do stabilize at one before x and t, and the RIA stabilizes near zero in Figures b, b , and b.
The primary purpose of the PGSF in our study is to determine the subdomains, D * , that contain the most important information relative to estimating the constant, α. In our application of a PGSF to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, we incorporate one parameter. Therefore, ( ∂f ∂α ) provides the primary quantity of interest on which we implement a low order quadrature⁶ summing along the spatial axis to x s with s = , . . . , N x , where N x represents the number of volume points, and then incrementing time. With this quadrature,
where ∆x j = x j+ − x j , ∆t i = t i+ − t i , and r , r are integration variables. Unless otherwise specified, we space our grids uniformly. As depicted in Figure a, for the constant kernel, we notice a large spike at small times and volumes. Then zooming in as depicted in Figure b , we notice more detail at volumes greater than approximately . . The plots in Figure , do not clearly indicate the importance of the subdomain, x ∈ [ . , . ]. Conversely, the PGSF and RIA plots allows us to quantify the relative importance of all the contributions. Figure reveals that the PGSF approaches one and the rates of information acquisition approach zero well within D. By implementing the mathematical strategy in Section . in conjunction with the computer precision constraint described in Section . , we compute the lower bounds, (t * , x * ) = ( . , ), from Γ and the upper bounds, which range from (t(x * ), x * ) ≈ ( . , . ) to (t * , x(t * )) ≈ ( . , . ), from Γ ρ . We achieve these results (and the results for the other two kernels) by setting ∆t = ∆x = . , = . , and ρ = . . We can determine D * for the additive and multiplicative kernels by performing similar assessments of the PGSF plots (in Figures a and a) to ensure we avoid the FTOA. We then confirm that the rates approach zero in those subdomains in Figures b and b respectively. By implementing the mathematical strategy in Section . in conjunction with the computer precision constraint described in Section . for the additive kernel, we compute the lower bounds, (t * , x * ) = ( . , . ), and the upper bounds, which Recall the FTOA is described in Section . . We also expand upon this issue in Appendix A We chose a low order quadrature to match our PDE solver described in an in-revision paper.
range from (t(x * ), x * ) ≈ ( . , . ) to (t * , x(t * )) ≈ ( . , . ). For the multiplicative kernel, we compute the lower bounds, (t * , x * ) = ( . , . ), and the upper bounds, which range from (t(x * ), x * ) ≈ ( . . ) to (t * , x(t * )) ≈ ( . , . ). We summarize D * for each aggregation kernel in Table . Table . K(x, y) Table . Summary of D * when estimating the constant in three aggregation kernels for the Smoluchowski coagulation equation. We achieve these results by setting ∆t = ∆x = . , = . , and ρ = . . The second column reflects an optimum subdomain when volume data is more costly and the third column denotes an optimum subdomain when the time data is more costly. Note that the time subdomain for the multiplicative kernel indicates that the pertinent information occurs prior to gelation. Table . The PGSF for the multiplicative kernel provides another important result. It is well known that gelation occurs for the multiplicative kernel.⁷ When gelation occurs the system experiences growth rapid enough that aggregates with infinite volume develop in finite time [ ]. Mass is not physically lost, but the aggregates with infinite volume possess fundamentally di erent mathematical properties than the individual aggregates that make up the gel. We direct the interested reader to [ ], in which Zi and Stell provide a thorough description of the implications of various assumptions on the post-gelation behavior of the solutions and of the moments. As summarized in Table , our results provide evidence that the pertinent information necessary for estimating the constant in K(x, y) = αxy occurs well before gelation.
With the multiplicative kernel, gelation occurs at t = α .
Conclusions and future work
In this work, we have extended the concepts of the ODE-based GSF introduced by Thomaseth and Cobelli in [ ], to the PDE-based GSF. The PGSF provides a framework for determining an optimum subdomain, D * , for size-structured population, PDE models. We then apply the PGSF to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, a popular size-structured population model, to determine D * for parameter estimation in the constant, additive, and multiplicative kernels.
To accomplish the goal of determining optimal experimental domains, we o er a novel mathematical means of determining the entire D * from generalized sensitivity functions. Specifically for the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, we determine that pertinent information for estimating the constant parameter, α, occurs in small volume subdomains. When time data costs less than volume data, we generally require no larger than x ≈ . . We require no larger than x ≈ . when time data is more costly than volume data. We also determine that the most relevant time information occurs early in a coagulation experiment. The exact time, however, varies widely among the three kernels with the largest values ranging from t = . to t = . . Our study also acknowledges the potential for a forced-to-one-artifact, FTOA, which is a known weakness of the generalized sensitivity functions. By addressing this weakness, we determine maxima in D which eliminate the artifact. Finally, we also provide results which indicate that all of the relevant time information for the multiplicative kernel occurs prior to gelation.
With our application to the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, we include only one parameter to estimate. Generally, the PGSF allows accounting for multiple parameters, and in our future work we aspire to study more sophisticated aggregation kernels which contain multiple parameters. As is popular in much of the literature, we will examine kernels of the form, K(x, y) = α(x μ y ν + x ν y μ ).
Additionally, the results generated in Section follow from inputting a specific true parameter. Clearly, altering that parameter could shift D * . As a future step, we aim to methodically study a range of true parameters and their respective optimum subdomains.
Lastly, in this work, we study the Smoluchowski coagulation equation, which models processes involving aggregation only. In the future, we would like to consider the Smoluchowski coagulation-fragmentation equation for which we would estimate both aggregation and fragmentation parameters.
A Domain choices for aggregation kernels
The theoretical D on which the PGSF is defined starts at a point ∈ ℝ N . For our purposes, the PGSF incorporates ( ∂f ∂α ) , so when we examine the lower ends of D, we consider the limit as t, x → + of ( 
(A. )
The infinite limit in (A. ) helps guide our choice of t = . for D, which ensures that our PGSF calculations remain within computer precision. ) where it naturally follows that
As we choose D for the additive kernel, we again consider ) where it naturally follows that
As we choose D for the multiplicative kernel, we again consider 
